INCIDENT RESPONSE PLANS

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

REDUCE RISK WITH PLANNED RESPONSES TO
CYBERSECURITY EVENTS

Today’s threat landscape is evolving at an
unprecedented rate because threat actors
have become agile, well-financed, and
motivated to target organizations of all sizes.
These cybercriminals have found new ways to
evade law enforcement using the Deep and
Dark Web to monetize stolen information. In
response to this increase in criminal activity,
organizations are ramping up their
cybersecurity protections.
Despite increased efforts and investments in defense
tools, no organization is immune from a breach. What
you do when this security incident occurs can have
serious repercussions for both your organization and
your customers.

PLAN FOR THE FUTURE
While no organization wants to believe they are susceptible
to security incidents, the reality is that an incident will occur
and you have to be prepared with a robust, relevant and
right-sized solution for responding.
Time is a crucial factor for reducing the impact of a security
incident. Unfortunately, most internal incident response
teams are already multi-tasking and many organizations
don’t have the resources to support this function. When
time is consumed by business operations, it’s crucial for
your organization to have a plan for responding to
incidents.
STREAMLINE YOUR RESPONSE
BlueVoyant’s Incident Response Plans come into play the
minute you have identified suspicious or malicious cyber
activity that could impact your business through:

PREPARE FOR THE UNPREDICTABLE
The threat landscape is ever-changing and the tools
threat actors are employing to breach your organization
are also evolving. Due to the complexity of most security
environments, resource-constrained IT professionals
have to focus on emerging priorities and often can’t
afford the time, or allocate the resources, to develop an
incident response plan.

•

Disruption of information systems, networks or digital
services

•

Manipulation and/or destruction of information and
infrastructure

•

Unauthorized access to infrastructure and sensitive
data

The plan will help streamline the response your team
makes to classify events based on overall impact to the
organization.
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HOW WE WORK

BLUEVOYANT ADVANTAGE

BlueVoyant will create a plan that is flexibly built to
address multiple breach types and severities. We will help
you to identify personnel needed based on the unique
threat incidents possible. We will define and outline
breach responses based on the event (internal/external
threat actor, PII or proprietary data theft). We will provide
a tailored checklist of prioritized action items and help
you to audit legal obligations of your organization and
assess third-party compliance.

The services of BlueVoyant’s Threat Intelligence,
Managed Security Services and Professional Services are
mutually reinforced. Our proprietary, global cyber threat
data set provides threat intelligence unparalleled to our
contemporaries.
As a BlueVoyant client, you can amplify your cybersecurity
by engaging our team for additional services, such as:
•

Your plan will include ways to:
•
•
•
•

Determine scale of impact and escalation protocol
Assign roles and responsibilities post notification
Communicate internally when responding to the
incident

BENEFITS TO BUILDING A PLAN
By engaging BlueVoyant, you are choosing to incorporate
industry-recognized best practices that will be tailored to
your specific organization. You will be able to accelerate
your response to cybersecurity events, gain insight into
current organizational vulnerabilities, and plan for
engaging additional support. BlueVoyant provides plans
that give you confidence that you are well-prepared to
engage in immediate, effective remediation and
eradication responses.

•

Incident Response: BlueVoyant Incident Response
Team and SOCs are available for increased insights
and incident investigation and reporting
Managed Security Services: From endpoint and
vulnerability awareness to a complete robust
technology suite to address evolving threats, MSS
solutions address a variety of common cybersecurity
challenges
Threat Hunting: BlueVoyant’s team of experts provide
human and machine-learning to execute threat
hunting

ABOUT US
A first-things-first cybersecurity company focused on
delivering best-of-breed technology and outstanding
customer service to businesses around the world. We
believe in the democratization of cybersecurity - offering
robust solutions and tools to businesses previously
ignored and underserved. Through our advanced Threat
Intelligence, Managed Security Services, and Professional
Services, we excel in intelligence gathering, cybersecurity
defense, and detection of attacks with response coupled
with remediation. With global SOCs, we are prepared to
protect the world over from well-financed threat actors
and their newest tools of attack.

Discover the BlueVoyant Difference
www.bluevoyant.com | Contact@bluevoyant.com

